Product – Automatic Film Lamination Machine with Hot Knife
Model
– RI-ZFM-1080RN
Warranty – 2 Years

Please note that the picture is for ILLUSTRATION ONLY and may vary from the
equipment offered.

Processed Materials:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

PET
PVC
BOPP
CPP
Metallized Film

Features:
1) Automatic Feeder: Adopts offset feeder with advanced pneumatic side
lay, which fastest can feed around 15000 sheet/h. Non-stop and pre-stack
feeding can improve work efficiency.
2) Overlapping Regulator: Adopts Servo System to control the overlapping
that guarantee accurate and stable, and make sure the overlap error
within 2mm.
3) Drying and Heating System: Bulk 800mm Diameter Drying Roll with
Teflon Coating, that could bring the highest glue drying effect, large
heating roll by electromagnetic heating plus oil heating, guarantee the
heating efficiency and make sure laminating quality when run in high
speed.
4) Main Machine Body: Thick Machine Body (25mm thickness) enhances
stability and for long time service life.
5) Synchronous Belt Driving System: Special Structure Design in minimum
transmission line, adopts synchronous belt to drive the laminating unit to
guarantee the high laminating speed with low noise.
6) Pneumatic Pressure System: Fully Pneumatic System to control the
laminating pressure, the pressure would highly uniform and easy to adjust.

7) Man-Machine Interface System: Advanced 10inch Color Screen with PLC
system makes the operation easy and convenient.
8) Hot Knife: Adopts Double Servo System to control cutting precision, and
the knife is under 600 degrees heating treatment that would never shape
change. Top Baumer sensor make sure the machine running in high
precision.
9) Anti-Curvature Device: Avoid Paper Curvature and make the paper
smooth, especially for thin paper.
10) Corrugated Delivery: Better and Easier for Collecting Paper.
11) Car Body: Whole machine cover adopts car body, glossy and wearresisting.

12) Automatic Stacker: Non-stop with IR sensor, intelligently regulate the
height of pile without stop the machine as well as counter the sheets.

Technical Specification:
Max. Sheet Size

1080 X 1000 mm

Min. Sheet Size

350 X 295 mm

Stock Range

80-500 gsm

Die Cutting Accuracy

± 0.1 mm

Designed Machine Speed

100 m/min

Working Speed

Disc Cutter 80-100 m/min
Hot Knife 60-70 m/min

Drying Roll Diameter

600mm

Feeder Pile Height

1060 mm

Delivery Pile Height

1060 mm

Working Power

30-35 kw/h

Total Power Required

85 kw

Machine Dimensions (L X W X H)

11000 X 2800 X 2650 mm

Total Weight of Machine

9 Tons

Film Thickness

PET/PVC 6-30 mic.
BOPP 8-30 mic.

Optional Device:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Window Patching (with 3 Servo System)
Embossing Device (with 3 Servo System)
Corona Treatment (Ceramic Roll)
Powder Removal Device

Feeder:

We adopt offset feeder head (Max. Speed 15000 sheets/ hour), that makes the
sheet feed more stable and smoother. The feeder is non-stop type with prestack guide device, which can keep the machine running when run out the paper
pile.

Guide Wheel:

Reasonable guide wheel machine the whole machine delivery smoothly.

Control Panel with Touch Screen:

Colour touch screen with PLC system, all the machine units keep abreast and
easy for operation. Clear and English control panel easy for operation.

Sheet Delivery Platform:

Servo system to control the side lay and front lay connect with feeder in high
precision, that guarantee the overlapping error within 2mm.
Moveable gear adjustment sheet deliver table that convenient for different sheet
size.

Laminating Unit:
Heating roller by electromagnetic heating plus oil
heating, double heating systems guarantee the
prompt pre-heating and make the temperature to
180℃ and can keep constant temperature in highspeed laminating.
Pressure rubber roller controlled by fully
pneumatic system, the pressure would highly
uniform and easy to adjust without bubble, spots or wrinkle.

Drying System:

1. Special Designed IR lamps set inside of drying roll, that make the glue
drying fast but with low power consumption.
2. Blowing fans plus exhaust fan recycle the hot air and energy saving.
3. Teflon Coating Surface to uniform the temperature and glue Sticking
prevention that easy for cleaning and maintain.

Main Machine Drive System:

The machine adopts two rows chain system with gear box to drive the machine,
so that machine could run in highly steady and high precision.
Also with strong gear box, the chain would much shorter and keep structure for
many years.

Film Unwinding and Glue Coating System:

Install air shaft for film unwinding with auto tension controller. The machine
adopts dual glue rollers with drawknife, which can save much glue and remain
stable. Generally speaking, it requires about 6-12g/m2 of glue.

Waste Film Rewinding System:

High precision with waste film rewinding to modify the jumbo film unwinding
that can fit for paper sheet size.

Square Roll:
Square roll for thin paper, that makes
delivery smoothly and curve proof.

Automatic Glue Pump:

Absorb glue automatically and easy for cleaning.

Disc Cutter with Pneumatic System:

Disc cutter for BOPP film with pneumatic sheet separating, that’s makes the
laminated sheets without margin, and prepare for next process.

Sand Wheel:

Sand wheel instead of disc cutter for middle side film lamination, that prepare
for pneumatic sheeting.

Hot Knife:

Baumer Sensor with servo system make sure the knife cutting in high accuracy.
600 degrees heating treatment hot knife blade make the strong body with long
service life. Touch screens connect with PLC system that keep same step with
main machine.

Two Rows Chain System:
For the main laminating part adopts two rows
chain with synchronous belt driving system, that
support machine run in high speed with high
precision and low noise.

This structure also support machine run in long
time but keep stability.

Pneumatic Guiding System:
Removable guide wheels with pneumatic system to adjust the pressure
that easy to operate and maintain.

Delivery and Sheet Stacker:

1. Corrugated delivery with conveyor belt that better and easier for
collecting paper.
2. Auto pile tidy dam board and IR probe for adjusting the height of pile.
3. Sheet counter easy for understanding output.

Powder Removing Unit with Heating Roll & Exhaust Fan
(OPTIONAL)

Product
–
Model
–
Warranty –

Automatic Roll to Roll Film Lamination Machine
RI-ZFM-1300J
2 Years

Please note that the picture is for ILLUSTRATION ONLY and may vary from the
equipment offered.

Processed Materials:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

PET
PVC
BOPP
CPP
Metallized Film

Features:
1. Shaftless Unwinding: The unwinder adopts shaftless feeding system that
both suitable for 3inch and 6inch paper core and could support big jumbo
roll. Shaftless unwinder is easy for loading and unloading.
2. Compact machine structure design that would easy for cross the paper
materials in machine and save the materials waste.
3. CCD Web Guide: Adopts Mostly Advanced CCD Web Guide System, that
could visually see the materials deviation with sensitive correction sensor.
4. Teflon Coated Drying Roll: Exclusive Treatment of Drying Roll with Teflon
Coating that make the roll surface smooth and glue stickless. Compare
with chrome plate, the temperature will more balanced.
5. Double metal roll glue coating system: High Precision Treatment
Double Rolls Coating System with Rubber Blade (metal blade) that could
available for various glue, and also save a lot glue (3-4g/m2).
6. Drying and Heating System: Bulk 800mm Diameter Drying Roll with
Teflon Coating, that could bring the highest glue drying effect, large
heating roll by electromagnetic heating plus oil heating, guarantee the
heating efficiency and make sure laminating quality when run in high
speed.

7. Main Machine Body: Thicken Machine Wall (25mm thickness) enhances
stability and for long time service life.
8. Synchronous Belt Driving System: Special Structure Design in minimum
transmission line, adopts synchronous belt to drive the laminating unit to
guarantee the high laminating speed with low noise.
9. Pneumatic Pressure System: Fully Pneumatic System to control the
Laminating Pressure, the pressure would highly uniform and easy to
adjust.
10. Man-Machine Interface System: Advanced 10inch Color Screen with PLC
system makes the operation easy and convenient.
11. Automatic Tension System: The Machine comes with Auto Tension
System to control the jumbo materials. And adopts independent tension
system for film roll.
12. Rewinder: Thicken Machine Body to support big rolls and make sure the
rewinder materials roll edge flat and smooth

Technical Specification:

Model
Max. Width

RI-ZFM-1300J
1250mm

Working Speed

80-100m/min

Paper Thickness

80-500gsm

Total Power Required

45kw

Diameter of Unwinding

1400mm

Diameter of Rewinding

1400mm

Overall Dimension
Machine Weight (In Tons)

6500X3000X2800 mm
8.2

Shaftless Unwinding System with CCD Web Guide System:
Shaftless unwinding system that could suitable for 3-inch and 6-inch
paper core, and easy for loading and unloading.
Hydraulic pressure system that could support load heavy and big jumbo
roll.
CCD visual web guide, that mostly advance technology with high precision
and sensitive.

Laminating Unit:
Heating Roller by Electromagnetic Heating plus Oil Heating, double heating
systems guarantee the prompt pre-heating and make the temperature to 180℃
and can keep constant temperature in high-speed laminating.
Pressure Rubber Roller Controlled by Fully Pneumatic System, the pressure
would highly uniform and easy to adjust without bubbles, spots or wrinkle.

Drying System:
Special Designed IR lamps set inside of drying roll, that make the glue drying fast
but with low power consumption.
Blowing fans plus exhaust fan recycle the hot air and energy saving
Teflon coating surface to uniform the temperature and glue Sticking prevention
that easy for cleaning and maintain.

Film Unwinding:
Install Air Shaft for Film Unwinding with Auto Tension Controller. Special Design
for Big Diameter Film Rolls and the roll can be adjusted to right and left.

Waste Film Slitting and Rewinding:
Moveable waste film rewinding to modify the jumbo film width that can fit for
paper sheet size.

Three Rows Chain with Synchronous Belt Driving System:
For the main laminating part adopts three rows chain with synchronous belt
driving system, that support machine run in high speed with high precision and
low noise.
This structure also support machine run in long time but keep stability.

Fully Pneumatic Laminating Pressure System:
The machine uses pneumatic pressure for laminating pressure that would
guarantee laminating effect, also have sensitive pressure adjustment and keep
machine running in clean condition.

Rewinder System;
Adopt PLC and Touch Screen System to Control the Tension.
And use Hydraulic Loading and Unloading System.
Variable Frequency Motor to adjust the speed with high precision.

Machine Main Parts List:

NO.

1

Name
Switch Mode Power
Supply

Brand

Logo

Country of
Origin

Omron

Japan

2

Relay

Omron

Japan

3

Amplifier

Omron

Japan

4

Sensor

Omron

Japan

5

Encoder

Omron

Japan

6

Photoelectric detection

Omron

Japan

7

AC Contactor

LG

South Korea

8

Breaker

LG

South Korea

9

AC Contactor

Scheider

France

10

Circuit-Breaker

Scheider

France

11

Green Button

Scheider

France

12

Red Button

Scheider

France

13

Emergency Button

Scheider

France

14

Double Rotary Knob

Scheider

France

15

Thermal Overload Relay

Scheider

France

16

Pneumatic Element

Airtac

Taiwan

17

Cylinder

Airtac

Taiwan

18

Magnetic Valve

Airtac

Taiwan

21

PLC

Innovance

Sino-Foreign Joint

Innovance

Sino-Foreign Joint

Kunlun

Sino-Foreign Joint

22

Frequency Converter

23

Main Touch Screen

24

Bearing（Under 6209）

NSK

Japan

25

Bearing（Above 6209）

HRB

China

26

Magnetic Powder

Yan

Taiwan

27

CCD Web Guide

Pausource

Taiwan

28

Rewinder PLC

SIEMENS

German
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–
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–
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Automatic Roll to Sheet Film Lamination Machine
RI-ZFM-1300JZ
2 Years

Please note that the picture is for ILLUSTRATION ONLY and may vary from the
equipment offered.

Processed Materials:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

PET
PVC
BOPP
CPP
Metallized Film

Features:
1. Shaftless Unwinding: The unwinder adopts shaftless feeding system that
both suitable for 3inch and 6inch paper core and could support big jumbo
roll. Shaftless unwinder is easy for loading and unloading.
2. Compact machine structure design that would easy for cross the paper
materials in machine and save the materials waste.
3. Ultrasonic Web Guide System. Adopt sensitive ultrasonic web guide
system make sure material cut in high precision.
4. Teflon Coated Drying Roll: Exclusive treatment of drying roll with Teflon
coating that make the roll surface smooth and glue stickless. Compare
with chrome plate, the temperature will more balanced.
5. Double Metal Roll Glue Coating System: High precision treatment
double rolls coating system with Rubber blade (metal blade) that could
available for various glue, and also save a lot glue (3-4g/m2).
6. Drying and Heating System: Bulk 800mm diameter drying roll with
Teflon coating, that could bring the highest glue drying effect, large
heating roll by electromagnetic heating plus oil heating, guarantee the
heating efficiency and make sure laminating quality when run in high
speed.

7. Main Machine Body: Thicken machine wall (25mm thickness) enhances
stability and for long time service life.
8. Synchronous Belt Driving System: Special structure design in minimum
transmission line, adopts synchronous belt to drive the laminating unit to
guarantee the high laminating speed with low noise.
9. Pneumatic Pressure System: fully pneumatic system to control the
laminating pressure, the pressure would highly uniform and easy to
adjust.
10. Man-Machine Interface System: Advanced 10inch color screen with PLC
system makes the operation easy and convenient.
11. Automatic Tension System: The machine comes with auto tension
system to control the jumbo materials. And adopts independent tension
system for film roll.
12. Rewinder: Thicken machine body to support big rolls and make sure the
rewinder materials roll edge flat and smooth
13. Dance Roll: Displacement sensor to control the whole traction section.
14. Label Insert System: Auto label insert with counting.
15. Auto Stacker: Auto stacker device that could collect cut sheets
automatically with auto lifting as height of paper pile.

Technical Specification:

Model
Max. Width

RI-ZFM-1300JZ
1250mm

Working Speed

80-100m/min

Paper Thickness

80-500gsm

Total Power Required
Diameter of Unwinding

42kw
1400mm

Cutting Length

300-1200mm

Cutting Speed

30-150 times/min

Cutting Accuracy
Overall Dimension
Machine Weight (In Tons)

+/- 0.2mm
11500X3100X3100 mm
11

Shaftless with Hydraulic Lifting:
Shaftless Unwinder System that easy for loading and unloading jumbo roll
and load-bearing 2000kg big roll. Hydraulic moving and lifting system and
Magnetic powder tension control system.

Web Guide System:
Machine adopts Ultrasonic Web Guide System.

Slitting Function Three Knives (OPTIONAL):
Three slitting blades that can move anywhere as requirements. Waste materials
blowing system.

Dance Roll:
Encode system with displacement sensor to control the whole traction section.

Anti-Curve Device:
Shaftless Unwinder suitable for 3inch and 6inch.

Cutting Unit:
The cutting blades are under quenching treatment that guarantee the service
life.

Label Insert System:
Set label paper to the fixed number that easy for future counting.

Auto Stacker:

Laminating Unit:
Heating roller by electromagnetic heating plus oil heating, double heating
systems guarantee the prompt pre-heating and make the temperature to 180℃
and can keep constant temperature in high-speed laminating.
Pressure rubber roller controlled by fully pneumatic system, the pressure would
highly uniform and easy to adjust without bubbles、spots or wrinkle.

Drying System:
Special Designed IR lamps set inside of drying roll, that make the glue drying fast
but with low power consumption.
Blowing fans plus exhaust fan recycle the hot air and energy saving
Teflon coating surface to uniform the temperature and glue Sticking prevention
that easy for cleaning and maintain.

Film Unwinding:
Install Air Shaft for Film Unwinding with Auto Tension Controller. Special Design
for Big Diameter Film Rolls and the roll can be adjusted to right and left.

Waste Film Slitting and Rewinding:
Moveable waste film rewinding to modify the jumbo film width that can fit for
paper sheet size.

Three Rows Chain with Synchronous Belt Driving System:
For the main laminating part adopts three rows chain with synchronous belt
driving system, that support machine run in high speed with high precision and
low noise.
This structure also support machine run in long time but keep stability.

Fully Pneumatic Laminating Pressure System:
The machine uses pneumatic pressure for laminating pressure that would
guarantee laminating effect, also have sensitive pressure adjustment and keep
machine running in clean condition.

Machine Main Parts List:

NO.

1

Name
Switch Mode Power
Supply

Brand

Logo

Country of
Origin

Omron

Japan

2

Relay

Omron

Japan

3

Amplifier

Omron

Japan

4

Sensor

Omron

Japan

5

Encoder

Omron

Japan

6

Photoelectric detection

Omron

Japan

7

AC Contactor

LG

South Korea

8

Breaker

LG

South Korea

9

AC Contactor

Scheider

France

10

Circuit-Breaker

Scheider

France

11

Green Button

Scheider

France

12

Red Button

Scheider

France

13

Emergency Button

Scheider

France

14

Double Rotary Knob

Scheider

France

15

Thermal Overload Relay

Scheider

France

16

Pneumatic Element

Airtac

Taiwan

17

Cylinder

Airtac

Taiwan

18

Magnetic Valve

Airtac

Taiwan

21

PLC

Innovance

Sino-Foreign Joint

Innovance

Sino-Foreign Joint

Kunlun

Sino-Foreign Joint

22

Frequency Converter

23

Main Touch Screen

24

Bearing（Under 6209）

NSK

Japan

25

Bearing（Above 6209）

HRB

China

